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Zombies Ate My Homework!!!!! 
 

Chapter #1 
The Story 

 
Everyone knows the phrase ¨the dog ate my homework¨ but I'm going 

to tell you about a time where people said ¨Zombies ate my homework!!¨ 
They say this because in the town of  Cokadoodle weird things  are very likely 
to happen because Cokadoodle is a weird town. 
 

Chapter #2 
The Beginning 

 
One day a Scientist tried to bring the dead back to life because they 

had just finished a invention that was programed to make dead people living 
again.  He was also only in college so he had homework and that would save 
his life.  Everything was going good until the invention malfunctioned and 
made a whole graveyard of zombies!!  The zombies attacked the scientist and 
almost ate his brains until he threw his homework at the zombies and then 
instead of saying brains they said, ¨homework.¨ 
 

 
 

 



Chapter #3 
Zombie Invasion 

 
Once the zombies ate all the scientist´s homework they went to 

the town of Cokadoodle because of all the towns they had to choose 
the one that had just fought a bunch of aliens.  The schools had 
first seen the zombies and thought, ¨oh come on.¨  The kids were 
weirdly excited when the zombies came because they wanted to test 
out the hats they had just made out of tinfoil.  When the heard that 
the zombies only ate homework they were happy and disappointed 
because I mean no more homework. 
 

Chapter #4 
Communication 

 
Once the military heard about the zombies eating homework 

they did nothing because its just homework.  A little 5th grade kid 
named Bob liked homework so he did something incredible.  The kid 
put on his tinfoil hat but this was no ordinary tinfoil hat this hat 
allowed Bob to talk to the homework eating zombies and this is what 
he said, ¨why are you eating my homework?¨  The zombies said, ¨we 
are eating your homework because it helps us learn your language so 
we can talk to more than one human.¨ 



 
 
 
 
 

Chapter #5 
The News 

 
Once Bob heard what the zombies said he told everyone.  They 

didn't believe him because they thought that oh yeah zombies can't 
talk.  Why would the zombies want to talk to us.  Bob did not let this 
stop him he was a big genius.  He found a way to transfer what he 
heard the zombies say to a big machine.  That same machine was 
able to transfer what had just been put on it to every screen in 
Cokadoodle.  Once this happened everyone believed Bob. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter#6 
Betrayed 

 
Once everyone started to believe that the zombies were nice and 

were not evil the zombies betrayed them and started to try and eat 
brains.  That is when things got interesting Bob went up to the 
leader and turned into a ZOMBIE!!  After that Bob said, ¨you fools 
I have been spying on you for years even when the aliens were here.¨ 
Then a guy named Jim went up to him and punched him in the face. 
 

!!!Final Chapter!!! 
Aliens 

 
Now that Jim was there the people of Cokadoodle were safer. 

Everyone loved Jim but they didn't know that he was secretly a good 
alien from the planet pluto.  Since nobody has been on pluto it's a 
secret place for good aliens to run away to.  Those good aliens were 
the reason for the other aliens to attack Cokadoodle in the first 
place.  They owed the people a favor so they took all the zombies away 
and exterminated them once and for all. 
 
 

The End 


